Anchor-GRIND: filling the gap between standard 3D QSAR and the GRid-INdependent descriptors.
The aim of this work is to present the anchor-GRIND methodology. Anchor-GRIND efficiently combines a priori chemical and biological knowledge about the studied compounds with alignment-independent molecular descriptors derived from molecular interaction fields. Such descriptors are particularly useful for series of ligands sharing a common scaffold but with very diverse substituents. The method uses a specific position of the molecular structure (the "anchor point") to compare the spatial distribution of the molecular interaction fields of the substituents. The descriptors produced are more detailed and specific than the original GRIND while still avoiding the bias introduced by the alignment. Three data sets have been studied to demonstrate the usefulness of the anchor-GRIND methodology for 3D-QSAR modeling. The two first data sets respectively include congeneric series of the hepatitis C virus NS3 protease and of the acetylcholinesterase inhibitors. The third data set discriminates between factor Xa inhibitors of high and low affinity. In all the series presented, the models obtained with the anchor-GRIND are statistically sound and easy to interpret.